1. Introduction. Shapiro and Warga (2) have proved in an elementary way that all large integers are expressible as the sum of at most 20 primes. In so doing, they proved that (1) n<x n * p\u P T-^ v P (n,u) = l wsquare-free +0(logx-loglog.TM) + 0 ((loglog3M) 2 ), as x -» co , where M is a positive square-free integer, T(») = E 1-and all the constants implied by O are absolute, here and throughout this paper (except for dependence on e, when it occurs). We shall sum r(n) itself over the same range and derive a refined form of (1) : for every e > 0,
log log ;
for some constant c > 0, where
c \/log 3^ C = C(u) = Ol exp log log 3u/ ' and 7 denotes Euler's constant. Note that (2) gives better error terms than (1), for fixed wasx-^oe, because A = 0(1) and B = O(log log Su).
Then for any prime p not dividing du we have, for v = 1,2,
Since the two sides of (3) are step functions which increase only when dp v \x, and since they are equal at x = 0, it suffices to verify that they have the same increment at x = dp v + p y, with p > 0 and p \ y. For p = 0, the requirement is that By (3") we expect to obtain H Pl _ Pn in terms of Hi, but all we want is an asymptotic formula. Hence we recall that (1):
where 7 is Euler's constant.
Proof. It is evident from (3") and (4) that some formula of the type
must hold, with R d (x) of order V^-Substituting this in (3") gives: for p \ d,
•{*wfa? + w? + *(jr)}-a(dp)x log x + b(dp)x + R dp (
Hence we choose a(d) and b(d) so that a(l) = 1, 6(1) = 2y -1, and ^..wl-aJst + ^ + ^.l,).
Hence,
Thus, if it follows that
Naturally, if the elementary 0{^/x) in the divisor problem is replaced by 0(x 8 ) for some 6 < J, this improves
. However, this will not lead to a better result in (2) by our method. 
s^in^-n 0-^)-n M)'-(^)
Thus, the coefficient of x is the sum of (2y -l)(<j>(u)/u) 2 
and -2E n(d)a(d)Z ^r^logp
d\u p|d ^P ~ J- = -2 E Ir^-rlogi» E M(d)o(d) p|w 4P ~ X d\u V\d = 2 E fcrlog^-a(/») E /*(')«(*)
R*(%) = 0[~Vx'SJ ,
Proof. This follows the lines of Lemma 2, but (3') replaces (3"). We find that to get R dv {x)
for p \ d. These give the desired values, if Lemma 3 is used for evaluating a(X) and /3(1). The estimation of R d (x) is now similar to that in Lemma 2.
3. Now the sieve process can be used to compute J^r(n). •+• c^x exp 3w y , log log 3w. which gives (2) .
